YOUR EXPERT GUIDE

Meg Phillips is the Director of
Balance4Life Programs, a Certified Coach
authorized to deliver the Social + Emotional
Intelligence Profile (SEIP)® and a Clinical
Hypnotherapist.
Experienced in delivering educational
programs and developing curriculum and
with more than 20 years teaching
experience, she brings a depth of knowledge
about how we learn to the presentations.
Balance4Life offers half-day, full-day and
two-day training, plus monthly 90-minute
training modules on various S+EI
competencies over breakfast or lunch.
In addition we conduct private sessions for
individuals who wish to develop any of the
26 competencies with an ongoing coaching
program.
CALL OR EMAIL FOR MORE DETAILS

EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
BALANCE4LIFE PROGRAMS PTY LTD
5a Hartnett Close
Mulgrave 3170
Victoria. Australia

Phone: 03 8562 2236
Mob: 0412 655 742
E-mail: info@balance4life.com.au

CAN
BE LEARNED.

TRANSFORM
With powerful and targeted coaching
to improve your Social and Emotional
Intelligence.
IMAGINE BEING FREE FROM
INNER STRESS
and to discover that you have:


More personal and emotional
power



Increased levels of self
awareness



More effective people skills



Better boundaries



Better communication skills



More resilience



Powerful influencing skills

Put together the pieces of the puzzle
with a Social + Emotiional Intelligence
Profile
(SEIP)®
IDENTIFY
Your strengths and vulnerabilities and
access effective strategies to build
the 26 competencies covered in your
profile.
You have probably already heard of
“social + emotional intelligence”.
Some researchers believe that our
success in work or life is driven far
more by our emotional intelligence
(EQ) than by our cognitive intelligence
(IQ).

CORPORATE & INDIVIDUAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
Social + emotional intelligence
(SEQ) contributes some 60 –70%
towards success at work
and life in general, whereas IQ or
cognitive intelligence only
contributes 30 –40%.
Whether you are a business or
school,
assessing the Social + Emotional
Intelligence of your leaders,
managers, employees
or students will improve the overall
performance of your organization

